Partial Changes in Announcement Regarding Transition to Operating Holding Company Framework by Means of Company Split

Following a resolution of the Meeting of the Board of Directors dated August 24, 2007, partial changes were made to the contents disclosed in the “Announcement Regarding Separation-Based Transition to an Operating Holding Company Framework (Business Alignment of ARUZE GROUP)” press release dated June 1, 2007. The nature of said changes is detailed below.

1. Trade Name of Company to which R&D Department Will Be Split

ARUZE ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION -> SEVEN WORKS CORPORATION

(Reason for Change in Trade Name)
In deciding the trade name following the company split, after a reexamination of trade names that could effectively garner support, it was determined that SEVEN WORKS CORPORATION would be the most appropriate.

2. Effective Date of Company Split of R&D Department and Date of Delivery of Share Certificates Thereof

October 1, 2007 -> October 11, 2007

(Reason for Change in Effective Date of Company Split and Date of Delivery of Share Certificates)
Due to the time required by the decision process behind the name SEVEN WORKS CORPORATION, the application date passed for the listing of a legal announcement designating the effective date of the absorption-based separation as October 1, 2007.

The separation of the sales department will be carried out on the originally-scheduled date of
October 1, 2007

3. Effect of This Matter on Business Performance

This matter will have no particular effect on business performance.